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ARIZONA

Arizona’s Place in the Rankings

1st Higher-ed Degree Output

3rd Academic R&D Intensity

5th Business Birth Rate

7th Entrepreneurial Activity

7th Gross State Product Growth

10th Small Business Lending

12th Long-term Job Growth

13th State and Local Tax Burden

13th Small Business Survival Index

13th Productivity Growth

13th

13th High Speed Broadband Intensity

14th

15th High-tech Share of All
Businesses

19th Economic Output Per Job

19th STEM Job Concentration

24th High Speed Broadband
Availability

25th STEM Job Growth
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Home to well-established aerospace, electronics and
semiconductor manufacturing sectors, Arizona parlayed
these industry strengths into what had been one of the
strongest economic and population growth rates in the
nation. Those heady days have come to a standstill.
However, while confronted with job and population

that hold the potential to reinvigorate the economy and
provide quality jobs for Arizonans.

Streamlining Services and Education

concerns, Arizona passed a budget of $8.3 billion without
new borrowing. The state’s plan calls for $1 billion in cuts
to avoid borrowing and to balance what remains of this
year’s budget, as well as the budget for FY2012. The state
must also replace approximately $800 million in revenue
gained from a voter-approved sales tax set to expire this
year. The main benefactor of the sales tax funding has
been the K-12 education system.

The steepest cuts will be to education, where universities
face the loss of $198 million in state funding and K-12
education faces reductions of $183 million (with $35

community colleges will be reduced by half. In addition
to these cuts, the Senate has proposed eliminating the
Arizona Financial Aid Trust, a state-supported student
loan program.

The budget cuts $500 million from state Medicaid
programs (pending federal approval), $50 million from
the state’s safety net programs, and $53 million from the
Department of Health Services. The budget also shifts
some highway and prison-related costs to counties.

unprotected funds. As part of these reductions, the state
has reduced its workforce by 10 percent since 2008, not
including universities. As Arizona works to counter the
devastating impact of the recession, it continues to look for
opportunities and growth in the future.

Targeted Business Incentives and Tax

Reforms

To recapture the momentum that helped propel the state to

new heights in job creation, Arizona has embarked on an
initiative that it hopes will serve as a magnet for business
relocation, formation and growth; capital formation and
investment; employment and personal income growth and
prosperity for all the state’s businesses and citizens. The
Four Cornerstones of Reform initiative includes a mix of
business incentives and broad tax reforms designed to spur
the Arizona economy.
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Economic competitiveness in the global marketplace is

that government can serve as an obstacle to new business
growth, the state is working to remove unnecessary
barriers that impede economic growth and to provide a
stable, predictable, business-friendly environment in which
private employers can grow. One element of this effort is
the elimination of the Arizona Commerce Department and
its replacement with the Arizona Commerce Authority.
The single focus of the Authority will now be the retention
and recruitment of quality jobs for Arizona. It will be
overseen by a public-private board composed of Arizona
leaders in business and policy that will have access to

negotiations.

creation of a Quality Jobs Program, with corporate tax
credits of up to $9,000 for each qualifying new job ($3,000
per job per year, with a 400-job cap), and an increase in
the electable state corporate income tax sales factor to 100
percent, up from the current 80 percent. Knowing that a
trained workforce is key to job development, the state is
proposing the reauthorization of the Arizona Job Training

train employees for new careers.

The appropriate use of tax dollars and subsequent credits
is critical for job creation. To meet the needs of business
and industry, the state has called for a four-year, phased-in
reduction of the state’s corporate income tax to 4.9 percent,
beginning in January 2014. This will give the state the

Additionally, the state is ready to provide a 10 percent
increase in the research and development tax credit,
encouraging further collaboration between Arizona’s
research universities and the private sector, and a 5 percent
acceleration of the depreciation schedule for business
personal property, which is forecast to spur purchases of
new equipment and other capital investments.

Education and training are another component of the Four
Cornerstone initiative. Employers need a skilled workforce,
and employees want a good school system for their
children. To meet this goal, Arizona has developed a path

raising the high school graduation rate by 18 points to 93
percent, increasing the number of third graders who meet
reading standards by 25 points to 94 percent, and doubling

the number of college students who complete their studies
and receive a four-year degree.

The state has also worked to develop a series of reforms in
budgeting and operations. These include budget reforms
that encourage private-sector job growth, economic
vitality, higher state revenues, and improved opportunities
for the state to provide appropriate support for its core
functions: public safety, education, and assistance for the
truly needy. Beyond budget reforms, the state is working to
become more business-friendly by reviewing right-to-work
laws, as well as reforms to the health care and retirement
system.

Targeting High Tech, High Innovation

The state has worked to address economic development
in a broad sense by providing support and incentives to
businesses across the board. Arizona also recognizes
its strengths and capacities, and has targeted aerospace/
defense, semiconductor/electronics, advanced
manufacturing, communications, green energy (including
solar), IT and optics industry sectors as those holding the
most promise and highest potential return on investment.
These industries capitalize on the state’s robust high-tech
capacity and infrastructure, skilled workforce and the
ability to garner both public and private support in moving
these industries forward.

Clusters in Arizona

Largest Cluster: Business & Financial Services,
416,361 jobs

Largest Growth Cluster: Business & Financial
Services, 93,524 since 2002

Most Competitive Cluster: Biomedical/
Biotechnical (Life Sciences), 40,023 new or retained
jobs due to state competitive advantage

Most Concentrated Cluster: Mining, 1.86 times
the national concentration level


